Introduction
Spontaneous storytelling is structured on multiple levels, with subtle shifts of time and space, perspective, distance between narrator and narrated, and integration of the sequential with the nonsequentialthese are its fundamental dimensions. Much of this structuring, however, is carried out on the nonverbal level and is observed most clearly in the concurrent gestures of the narrator. In this paper, we will explore the integration of the verbal with the nonverbal in the real-time structuring of narrative.
When we add gesture to speech, we shed light on many of the same questions that have been the focus of attention by narratologists. By adding the dimension of hands in motion, we clarify the issue of perPreparation of this article was supported by grants BNS 82 11440 and BNS 8318324 from the National Science Foundation, by grants in 1981 and 1989 from the Spencer Foundation, by a 1989-90 dissertation research grant from the National Science Foundation, and by a 1989-90 dissertation grant from the Spencer Foundation. We wish to thank Anna Bosch and Laura Pedelty for cornrnenting on the manuscript. T h e accurate and expressive drawings are the work of Laura Pedelty. 1. Dorrit Cohn provided this epigraph in a talk given at the University of Chicago, October 27, 1988 . Poetics Today 12:3 (Fall 1991 . Copyright C 1991 by The Porter Institute for Poetics and Semiotics. ccc 0333-5372/91/$2.30. spective, in that speakers, by the way they use their hands, may convey where they are standing vis-a-vis the event they are narrating. We elucidate the issue of point of view, as well, because the speaker's hands can make clear whether the narrator is internal or external to the narrated event, and whether the speaker exists in the narrative as the speaker herself or as a narratively induced observer. In many ways, gestures add another dimension to the narrative-certain aspects of events may only be conveyed in gesture and not in speech, or vice versa, o r difrerent aspects may be conveyed in each medium, giving us a more complete view of the speaker's conception of the event.
From one gesture to the next, depicted imagery is partially the same and partially changed: the changes become highlighted oppositions in the structure of the narrative (Dray and McNeill 1990) , strengthening our understanding of the parallels and repetitions that make up the poetics of prose.
Narrative language is thus not a two-dimensional affair with only intersecting syntagmatic and paradigmatic axes: it has a full, rounded 3-D structure, one dimension of which is imagistic (both visual and kinesic, and either holistic o r analytic). hlany parameters of the basic structure of literary art are conveyed by gesture in spontaneous storytelling. O u r paper aims to show the above, but rests on certain premises that we should state at the outset.
(1) Narration has many properties that remain unchanged regardless of the genre. Thus we can use storytelling from a cartoon "stimulus," but treat our conclusions as having wider generalizability. T h e discussion here is based on a decade-long study of the gestures that spontaneously occur during videotaped narrations by children and adults who have been shown a film or cartoon and are given the job of recounting the story to a listener.
(2) Storytelling is a social activity. To be a narrator is to fulfill a recognizable social role with attendant expectations and responsibilities. T h e r e really is, and must be, a listener, since this also is an essential role in the storytelling "script."
(3) Spontaneous synchronized gestures are as much a part of the narrative communicative apparatus as speech is. We are not referring here to the sorts of gestures that replace speech (known as "emblems"): the thumb-and-index-finger ring gesture that signals "okay" o r the "thumbs-up" gesture; or the kinds of gestures that occur in the absence of speech, for example, "word-finding gestures" made when a speaker is engaging in a word search; nor are we concerned with what might be called "propositional gestures" (Hinrichs and Polanyi 1986) ,such as use of the hands to measure a particular space while the speaker says, "It was this big." Rather, we are interested in gestures falling into four major categories (to be described below), which the speaker makes, usually unwittingly, along with the verbal description of the events of a story. (4) Gestures are partial evidence for the shape of a speaker's underlying linguistic processes, in this case joining the narrator's speech to give a more complete picture of the narrative event.
Gestures of the type we describe occur only with speech and are closely linked to speech in meaning, function, and time; yet such gestures are fundamentally different from speech as expressions of meaning and pragmatic function. This difference of gestures from speech is a crucial fact that we exploit.
One might suppose that the spoken word provides the most accurate and perfect view of the events taking place at the moment of speaking. However, evidence from gestures synchronized with speech reveals that this is not so, that there is something more. Gestures are not merely a translation of speech into a kinesic medium. The two channels differ in fundamental ways. Speech has standards of well-formedness, is linear-segmented and combinatorial, has duality of patterning, has recurrent forms that are stable in different contexts, and is socially ratified. Gestures of the kind we will describe are the opposite on every one of these dimensions. They are not specifically organized into a socialized code. They do not constitute a separate "gesture language." They lack duality of patterning, standards of form, a lexicon, and rules of combination. Yet these gestures are symbols produced along with speech and supportive of its meaning and function. Expanding our observational net thus to include speech and synchronized gesture offers us two coordinated but distinct views of the same underlying processes of thinkinglspeakingicommunicating. This is the essential point of our approach. It is not that gestures are uninfluenced by conventions, but that the conventions influencing the kind of gestures we study are the conventions of social life in general, not specific gesture conventions. Thus, we set a conventionalized system of linguistic code elements side-by-side with a gestural performance that is not specifically conventionalized: this is our justification for seriously studying gesture. If language is a window into the mind, we find that it is not the only one; gesture is a second window or, better, a second eye, and gesture and language together provide something like binocular vision and a new dimension of seeing.
Spontaneous gestures accompanv many types of speech events (Rime 1983 ), but here we will, quite naturally, discuss only their occurrence during narrating, where it is the case that a representation of events must be conveyed to a listener and where the imposition of coherence of some sort-of a superordinate structure-is presumed to help the narrator construct a story and the listener to understand it.
Competent storytelling depends upon a complex interaction of cul-tural knowledge, cognitile representation, and linguistic skills. We use "storytelling" or "narrating" to refer to the entire set of events that make up the conveying of a story by one person to another. Each of these events is grist for the storytelling mill and may be referred to by the storyteller. That is, stories generally refer to what may be called emplotted events (Ricoeur 1981) : incidents or occurrences that follow one another in a real or fictive world (e.g., a character climbs up a drainpipe to reach an upper floor). In addition to emplotted events, though, the stories we are concerned with also commonly contain references to the event of observing the visual text or cartoon story ("it was a Sylvester and Tweetie cartoon," or "it was an old movie, a very bad print"), and/or to the event of the storytelling ("I'm going to tell you about a cartoon I just saw"). Reference to these "metanarrative events" often acts to indicate junctures between the parts of a story. Narrative structure is provided on the verbal and nonverbal levels, but is often more apparent on the nonverbal level (with English speakers, at any rate). Before we discuss how gesture plays a role specifically in narrative, however, let us lay out, first of all, what we mean by narrative structure, and then, what we mean by gesture.
I. Narratology: Stories Have Structure
T h e most straightforward definition of narrative, such as "the representation of a real or fictitious world in events or in actions which are realized through human agents in the course of a stretch of time and in a specific space" (Kloepfer 1980: 116) , already presupposes a series of semiotic structures that interlock to form the textuality of a narrative. That is, events, human agents, a stretch of time, and a specific space all presuppose a macrostructure from which those elements are chosen and in which their roles in the narration are specified, as well as a discourse in which those roles are spelled out (Todorov 1978) . This is the meaning of Jakobson's well-known statement, "The poetic function projects the principle of equivalence from the axis of selection onto the axis of combination " (1960: 358) . The represented events, agents, times, and places are selected from "paradigms" of such possible structures, in order to be combined in the "syntagma" of discourse. No choice is innocent: all that takes place on the linear axis of the narrative produced in real time draws from and also participates in a larger atemporal, alinear organization that we may call, simply, narrative structure. In addition, the notion of representation presupposes structure at the level of the represented (what the text refers to) and structure at the level of the representation (discourse structure) (Banfield 1982) . Narratology, although it often deals with individual texts, more often addresses the structure of texts or kinds of texts. And. indeed, in this paper we do not wish to stop with a definition of narrative such as that given above, but intend to expand it in precisely the direction of the dimensions of underlying structure. We'll start, however, with the dimensions listed by Kloepfer (19S0) . We will depend here on a fairly pretheoretical model of narrative that is simply composed of (a) the features of some "real" world, and (b) their instantiation in some narrative discourse. That is, the four aspects of each event of the narrative (action, person, time, space) are present it1 the world and instantiated in the actual discourse. Both the "\vorld" and the discourse have their own constituent structure. The world of narrative may be conceived of as a set of interlocking participation frameworks, where actors participate in a given act. One participation framework is the telling of a story. and the actors are a narrator and hisiher listener. Another framework is the world of the story in which, for example, a man jealously watches his wife through the slats of window blinds. T h e units of the participation framework are represented events, each of which is composed of actions realized by (human) agents over a stretch of time and situated in a specific space. This part of the model represents the "seenlingly adirectional, atemporal, 'structural' aspect" of poetic organization (Silverstein 1984: 196) -in this instance, narrative. The units of the actual discourse are clauses, the "seemingly directional, temporal 'functional' aspect . . . acconlplishing the semiotic w o r k (ibid.). In a clause, each dimension of the narrative unit is represented by one or more grammatical choices. The parameters of the event or action may be marked by the verbal morphology (choice of an acconlplishment or state Aktionsnrten in a verb, for example); the human agent may be marked by person on the verb and by pronouns and full referring expressions, for example; time may be marked by verbal inflections and temporal adverbial phrases, "earlier that day," for example; and space may be marked by deictic and nondeictic locatives-"right here," for example. Each choice made in the narrative framework thus is instantiated in the representing discourse by tvay of the speech and, as we will see below, the gesture as well. For the moment, tve will concentrate on the speech and will discuss gestural manifestations of narrative structure in the next section.
The two-part rnodel depicted here resembles many other popular dualistic types of models often put forth by narratologists to express their belief that, in stories, there is form and content (fabula and sjuzet, histoire and dztrours, all claimed to be more or less equivalent distinctions by Chatrnan [1981] ). We do not wish, by using such a model, to claim that there are (or are not) prior events occurring in a real or fictive world independent of the discourse, which are depicted by a fictional narrative (a claim criticized by, for example, Smith [1981] ).
We do, however, claim that there are events occurring in the real tvorld that are connected to the very production of a discourse and are conveyed by a narrative.
T h e participation frameworks and their ensuing instantiation in discourse occur at three narrative levels-the narrative level proper, the metanarrative level, and the paranarrative level. Each concerns a different set of those events that comprise the narrative act, and consequently each level specifies a different value for the parameters of action, person, time, and space.
T h e narrator of the stories that we study (stories told to a friend about a cartoon or movie just seen) does not fill the role of narrator throughout the storytelling process. T h e "narrator" is at first a viewer, face-to-face with a television screen on which is displayed a "visual textn-the representation in images of a particular story about Tlveetie Bird and Sylvester, or about a murderer loose in London. After serving as the (somewhat) passive recipient of a narration, the recipient then adopts the opposite role, becoming the provider of a narration and telling the story to someone who has never seen the cartoon o r movie. Each role entails a situational frame, or participation framework, which organizes spatial and temporal configurations of speakers and hearers, and the sequences of events experienced. T h e sequence of events that constitutes the story proper is only one of a number of sequences of events that comprise the narrative. T h e sort of storytelling that concerns us is composed of five "event-lines" (Cassell and McNeill 1990) , or "stretches of time," that make up the three narrative levels.
(1) First, there is the event sequence of the story: plot time (Chatman 1978) o r time of fiction (Genette 1972) . In the cartoon, Sylvester's climbing up the pipe to his window is preceded by the two simultaneous events of Sylvester's looking at Tlveetie through binoculars and Tweetie's looking at Sylvester through binoculars.
(2) This story is made available by way of a z~isual text, which is the cartoon. In the cartoon, the event of Sylvester's climbing up the pipe is preceded by that of Tweetie's looking through binoculars, which is preceded by Sylvester's looking through binoculars. T h e story could be transmitted by any one of a number of media, in any one of a number of forms.
(3) T h e z~iewing of the cartoon also has its own temporal sequence of actions: the person first watches a flickering screen and then sees Sylvester with binoculars in his paws.
(4) T h e person watching the cartoon forms a representation of the visual text that is more or less transparent with respect to the sequence of events depicted in the visual text. A description of each of the actions performed by all of the actors in their original temporal order is maximally transparent, while flashbacks, or summaries such as that expressed by "there's some looking through binoculars that goes on," are less transparent.
(5) Finally, there is the sequence of recounting the cartoon to a listener: the interpersonal narrative. At this point the viewer becomes a speaker and may say, "First I'll tell you who the characters are, and then I'll start the story for real."
These narrative event-lines are important because all of them may equally well form the subject of the narrative that the listener hears. T h a t is, not only are the events of Sylvester's chasing Tweetie Bird and then not catching him conveyed in a narrative, but so are the events of tvatching the cartoon and then describing it to the interlocutor. T h e event sequence of the story (1) is the narrative level of the discourse. T h e visual text (2), viewing (3),and representation (4) form the metanarrative level of the discourse: the part of the narrative that is about narrating. T h e interpersonal narrative ( 5 )is what we are referring to as the paranarrative level of the discourse: the part of the story where the narrator steps out and speaks in hislher own voice to the listener.
Given this, it is not enough to say that the order of the story follows the order of events unless we specify which narrative events are being referred to and which level of the discourse (narrative, metanarrative, paranarrative) is doing the referring. Order and the other phenomena that narratologists commonly take as objects of study (among them duration, frequency, mode, and uoice [Genette 19721 ) have always been difficult to isolate in the stream of discourse. In speech there is rarely a clear-cut distinction between reference to Sylvester's actions and reference to the narrator's own actions. T h e same linguistic devices serve both. In gesture, however, distinctions are drawn between these two levels of the narrative. Likewise, distinctions are drawn between the point of view of the narrator and that of the characters. I n what follows, we will show how gesture, taken in conjunction with narrative speech, can elucidate these narrative phenomena in the text and in the theorv.
II. Typology of Gesture
When people talk, they can be seen to make spontaneous movements called gestures. These are usually movements of the hands and arms (although occasionally the rest of the body participates, especially so with child speakers), and they are closely synchronized with the flow of speech. While many schemes ha\e been proposed for categorizing gestures (e.g., Eknlan and Friesen 1969; Freedman 1972; Kendon 1972 Kendon , 1980 , we find that the following semiotic classification-a method that takes into account the relation of gesture forms to meaning and function-best re\eals the gestural contribution to narrative discourse. We Figure 1 . A holistic iconic gesture with "and she dashes out of the house." list here four major types of gesture recognized in this scheme (see McNeill and Levy 1982) , providing examples of each. The four types are iconic, metaphoric, beat, and (abstract) deictic.
/conics
Iconic gestures bear a close formal relationship to the semantic content of speech. That is, in their form and manner of execution they exhibit aspects of the action or events described by the accompanying narrative discourse. Iconic gestures can be holistic or analytic. An example of the former ( Figure 1 ) comes from a speaker describing a character in a comic-book story.
As the speaker described a character's leaving, saying, "and she dashes out of the house," his right hand pulled back to form a fist and then shot forward with the palm outstretched and facing down. This speaker's hand represented all of the character's body, with the arm representing the path of her movement. The gesture is holistic in that the entire character is represented as an undifferentiated whole. An example of the latter (analytic) comes from the same speaker, recounting another incident in the comic-book story (Figure 2) .
The narrator described a scene in which one of the characters bends a tree back to the ground by saying, "and he bends it way b a c k (see Marslen-Wilson, Levy, and Tyler 1982 , for further analysis of this narrative). As he described this event, his right hand rose upward, appearing to grip something and to pull it back towards himself. In this case the speaker's hand represented that of the character he was describing. T h e relationship between the gesture and referent is part1 part. Iconic gestures thus reveal not only speakers' memory images of events, but also their points of view toward them: that is, whether they are participating as characters or observing the actions of others. 
Metaphorics
Such gestures are like iconics in that they are representational. T h e pictorial content of a metaphoric gesture, however, corresponds to an abstract idea, not to a concrete object or event. A metaphoric gesture displays the vehicle of a metaphor (Richards 1936) , such as using two hands to depict the scales of justice when saying, "Decide." A wide variety of different metaphoric gestures appear during rlarrative discourse in which space, shape, and movement all take on metaphoric value. One specific type of metaphoric gesture that plays an important role in the framing of the narration is the "conduit" metaphoric (named after a similar linguistic metaphor [see Reddy 1979; Lakoff and Johnson 19801) . Some verbal examples of the metaphor, which represents information as a substance to be transferred, are "never load a sentence with more thought than it can carry" or "this passage conveys a feeling of excitement" (Reddy 1979: 312, 313 ), but in narrative discourse the conduit metaphor often appears only in gesture form. Conduit metaphoric gestures most often have the appearance of a cupped hand, which seems to contairl the narrative and offer it to the listener. An example is a speaker stating that he has just seer1 a cartoon arld is about to recount it to the listener ( Figure 3) .
T h e speaker creates and supports with his two cupped harlds an "object" that is metaphorically both the cartoorl and his upcoming narration. Gesture thus complemerlts speech-adding its own metaphoric image of the narrative event. 
Beats
Of all the gestures, beats are the most insignificant looking; but appearances are deceptive, for beats are among the most revealing of gestures, uncovering the speaker's construction of the narrative discourse. In performing beats, the hand moves with the rhythmical pulsations of speech, often achieving downward or outward strokes along with the stress peaks of the accompanying speech. Unlike iconics and metaphorics, beats tend to have the same form regardless of the content (McNeill and Levy 1982) .The typical beat is a simple flick of the hand or fingers up and down or back and forth; the movement is short and quick (Figure 4) .
T h e semiotic value of a beat lies in the fact that it indexes the word or phrase it accompanies as being significant, not purely for its semantic content, but also for its discourse-pragmatic content. T h e beat is particularly sensitive to the momentary indexing of the larger discourse structure or narrative situation as a whole. Examples are marking the introduction of new characters, summarizing the action, introducing new scenery, etc. Thus, beats may accomparly information that does not advance the plot. With beats, these events on the meta-level of discourse can be inserted into the narrative, signalling the fact that they depart from the chain of events that comprise the plot line. Figure 4 . A beat gesture with "whenever she looks at him, he tries to make monkev noises."
Abstract Pointing
Deictic gestures, or points, have the obvious function of indicating objects around the narrator, but they also play a part in narrations where there is nothing objectively present to point at. Although the gesture space may look empty, to the speaker it is filled with discourse entities. Deictic gestures establish in space the participants of a narrative and the participant events. An example of the former is a speaker who said, "the artist and Alice are walking by," pointing first to his right and then straight in front of him, before making an iconic gesture for "walking by." An example of the latter comes from a speaker who asked his interlocutor, "Where did you come from before?" and accompanied that with pointing vaguely to one side ( Figure 5 ). T h e specific kind of abstract pointing to be discussed below often occurs at the beginning of new narrative episodes and scenes, where it is the dominant gesture. In this context, pointing may mark the establishment of a new focus space (Grosz 1981) .
In narrations of cartoon stories, about three-quarters of all clauses are accompanied by gestures of one kind or another; of these, about forty percent are iconic, forty percent are beats, and the remaining ten percent are divided between deictic and metaphoric gestures. In narrating films, the proportions of metaphoric and deictic gestures increase at the expense of iconic gestures (statistics from McNeill and Levy 1982; McNeill [forthcoming] ). 
Ill. Function of Gestures in Narratology
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Different kinds of gestures appear, depending on where in the narratological structure the speaker is operating at any given time. The major associations of gestures and narratological structures are summarized in Figure 6 . The chart shows the gesture situation reached by traversing the different combinations of narratological features. Note that there are missing combinations; for example, there are no iconics and no perspectives at the metanarrative or paranarrative levels. However, there are different voices throughout the chart: a character, an observer, the narrator as a narratively created role, or the narrator as herself in the experimental situation. Thus, the different gesture occurrences are genuinely distinctive additions to the narrative structure, and by tracking them along with speech, we can uncover the narrative structure exactly as it is being unfolded in real-time.
In this section we will discuss the relationship between speech and gesture in narrative, and the functions that gesture may serve as a part of the narrative process. We will concentrate on how gesture marks the various elements of a story: that is, how gesture participates in the depiction of action, person, space, and time; and also how gesture or is in front) Figure 6 . Gestures and narratological structure^.^ participates in the processes or articulations of the discourse: that is, the role of gesture in narrative phenomena, such as voice, perspective, order, etc., that take a given set of abstract story components and realize them in a particular way, as a particular story. We pursue this program as part of an effort to investigate the interactive aspects of narrative-the process of narrating. Attention has been paid to the linguistic devices that "allow the linguist to recognize how the narrator gradually comes to materialize his verbalization plan, how the cognitive story is organized linguistically" (Gulich and Quasthoff 1985: 175) , but until now little attention has been paid to the gestural devices that achieve these same ends.
( A )Narrative Story Level
T h e narrative level is not an undifferentiated progression of descriptive clauses. It presents events, real o r fictive, in a text order that is taken by the listener to be the same as the order of world events (Labov and Waletzky 1967) ; but within this general iconic sequence, variations on distance between events and the narrator can and d o appear. Gestures have their part to play in this enrichment of the narrative line. Iconic gestures are the chief accompaniments of the narrative level, but they change, depending on narrative voice and perspective and the distances implied by the different options within these parameters. In parallel, the grammatical form of speech also changes, and we see in speech itself a further illustration of iconicity since multiple clauses are used to depict narrative distance, as is gesture.
( I ) Voice. Voice-who is narrating at the moment-is inferred from the form and space of the iconic gesture. We infer the character as the voice when the depiction is dispersed over the narrator's body in the appropriate way: the narrator's hand plays the part of a character's hand, her body the part of this character's body, etc. T h e gesture enacts the character, and we infer that this character is the one who is narrating at the moment. Conversely, if the depiction is concentrated in the hand, that is, the character being shown only as a whole in the hand, the voice is that of an observerinarrator. T h e narrator's body is an onlooker and the voice is this onlooker, possibly the "omniscient observer" of fiction theory (Brooks and Warren 1959) or the narrator herself, replicating her earlier role of onlooker at the video screen. T h e use of space also differs for these voices, and this provides another clue to differentiating them. With the character voice, the space envelops the narrator-it is a space for the enactment of the character and includes the locus of the speaker at its center. With an observer's voice, by contrast, the narrative space is localized in front of the narrator-as if it were an imaginary stage or screen-and in this space the narrator moves the relatively undifferentiated figures. T h e following example illustrates both observer and character voices. T h e extract begins with the observer voice (Figure i ),shifts to the character, then back to the observer, and ends with the character. T h e voices shift back and forth in this manner, but the shifting is not, as we will later show, random (0-VPT, or observer viewpoint, is the observer voice; C-VPT, or character viewpoint, is the character voice). O-VPT iconic with the right hand for a blob rising up, while the left hand, for the bowling ball, is floating motionlessly in the upper periphery.
[bowling ball's coming down]
O-VPTiconic with the left hand, for the bowling ball, coming down, while the right hand, for the character, floats in the lower periphery.
[he swallows it]
O-VPTiconic with the left hand (bowling ball) passing inside the space formed by opening the right hand (character's mouth).
[and he comes out the bottom of the drainpipe]
O-VPT iconic with the left hand (bowling ball plus Sylvester) swinging down and under the right hand (the bottom of the drainpipe). 8. [and he's got this big bowling ball inside him] C-VPT in which both hands place round ball into own stomach.
T h e narrator began with o-VPT, shifted immediately to C-VPT, reverted to O-VPT again, and ended with another C-VPT. In terms of distance, the narrator was at first remote from the fictive world, then inside it, then remote again, and finally inside. These are not random wobblings, but apparently motivated movements to and from the narrative line to encode the degree of centrality of the event at each moment. C-VPT and near distance appeared exactly with those events that are the causes and effects in the chain leading to the grand finale of the episode: the character's ending up with a bowling ball inside him; this is the effect. T h e cause was the other character's dropping the bowling ball down the pipe. These two events were narrated in close-up, as it were, with C-VPT gestures. T h e remaining events were relatively peripheral, supporting this chain, but not direct causes and effects (the character's entering the pipe, the ball and the character at opposite ends of the pipe, and the ball's entering the character were all secondary to the main causal chain); these events were marked with 0-VPT gestures and far distance. All gestures are iconic and all clauses are narrative level, but events and clauses are not equal in terms of their importance for advancing the story line, and this difference in centrality motivates changes of distance, depicted in the gesture voices of the narrative.
Statistical confirmation of this distinction between the character and observer viewpoints is contained in Table 1 , below, which is based on an analysis of three cartoon narrations by Church, Baker, Bunnag, and Whitmore (1989). Working from story-grammar categories, Church et al. classified story events as Central or Peripheral: Central meant (1) initiation of goal actions, (2) main goal actions, and (3) outcomes of goal actions; while Peripheral meant (4) setting statements, (5) subordinate actions, and (6) responses to actions and outcomes (a further category-describing a goal-was never depicted in gestures and was rarely described in speech). Using these definitions, the two viewpoints can be shown to appear in quite diff'erent contexts: Thus, there was a sharp separation of voices in terms of the contexts in which they appear: C-VPT (voice) with central events, 0-VPT even more strongly with peripheral events. This functional separation suggests that the character voice appears when events are salient. T h e narrator begins to play the parts of the characters directly, and this shifts the gesture mode to the C-VPT, altering the meaning of the hands, limbs, movement, and space.
Linguistic form also encodes distance. Once we have taken note of gestural voice, we also notice that, in fact, there are co-expressive linguistic manifestations of voice as well. However, these linguistic mani-festations are not always obvious, T h e C-VPT tends to appear with sentences that, in their own grammatical construction, get close to the narrated action. These are simple, single-clause sentences that use, where possible, active, transitive verbs. An illustration is "and drops it down the drainpipe," which was accompanied by a C-VPT gesture, where the hand appeared to grasp the ball and shove it down into the pipe. T h e very form of the sentence expresses the same kind of proximity to the story line. T h e second C-VPT gesture appeared with an intransitive verb ("and he comes out the bottom of the drainpipe"), but in a simple sentence. From this we can say that the C-VPT is not simply a gestural analogue to verbal transitivity, but is rather a manifestation of a style of narration that has its other manifestations in sentence structure and verb transitivity when the lexicon allows it.
T h e 0-VPT, conversely, tends to appear with complex sentences (multiple clauses)-syntactic structures that, in their own configuration, interpose distance from the action. Distance is introduced since the action is in the embedded clause and the higher clause expresses a narrative attitude that implies an observer. 111 the O-VPT examples given above, for example, the speaker said, "he tries going up the inside of the drainpipe," in which the narrative event, going up, was embedded in a clause expressing the judgment of a non-character observer ("he tries"). Likewise, the other 0-VPTS were accompanied b y two subordinate clauses that interpose distance structurally between the narrator and the action ("as he's coming up and the bowling ball's coming down"). T h e third clause, "he swallows it," looks as if it should have been accompanied by a C-VPT gesture but was not, since this was a rrlinor outcorrle compared to the major outcome presented next with a C-VPT gesture ("and he comes out the bottom"). Note that at this point the effect of Tweetie's dropping the bowling ball is revealed only in the gesture.
T h e examples so far have presented a single voice. Dual voice was a key concept in Bakhtin's (1981) notion of dialogue, or hybrid construction, where, for example, "the subordinate clause is in direct authorial speech and the main clause is someone else's speech" (ibid.: 304). In gesture a very similar situation emerges, where two voices are simultaneously heard or seen; in the following example (Figure 8 ), a character is simultaneously depicted from two viewpoints, the perspective of the character himself and the perspective of an outside observer. T h e gesture at (1) depicts grabbing Tweetie Bird, from Sylvester's perspective; the concurrent sentence, likewise, minimizes distance with its simple construction and transitive verb ("he grabs . . ."). T h e gesture at (2) continues the C-VPT of ( I ) , while adding a downward plunge, as seen from the perspective of an outside observer; this sentence also increases the distance by adopting a complex structure (subordinated under "as" in "as he comes back down . . ."). As in Bakhtin, the dual voice enables the narrator to present two narratives, two styles, two semantic and axiological belief systems at once. We can speculate that it occurs when, as here, one voice is contrasted to the other to produce an ironic effect (in this case, the observer watches the character at a moment when the character believes he has conquered, but at a moment that is actually, as the observer knows, a prelude to disaster).
(2) Perspective. Perspective-where the observer stands-is also revealed in the narrator's gestures (all with an 0-VPT). This is a separate question from voice; it is not a question of who is speaking, but of where the narrator, speaking for the observer, is standing as she observes the scene. Two forms of perspective appear, the most common being the outside observer, described above in the bowling-ball scene.
T h e other is common among children but rather infrequent with adults, and it places the observer inside the scene, as a kind of resident eye that can see but not participate. T h e following examples, from two different speakers, present the same event from these contrasting perspectives: first, the outside-observer perspective; second, the uncommon inside-observer perspective. This perspective focused on Sylvester's swinging from the side, apparently simulating the experience of the narrator herself watching the cartoon (the right-to-left direction of the gesture was the same as the trajectory shown in the cartoon). T h e syntactic structure of the utterance is again multiclausal, with the upper clause implying an observer ("he tries" is the narrator's assessment of the character's lack of success; it is probably not a description of his goals).
(ii)A n inside observer: 1. and you see him swinging down [across a rope] Both hands, clasped together, move from a location in front of the narrator's right shoulder to the front and left.
From this trajectory, we infer the perspective of an observer who is standing in the middle of the space through which the character is swinging, and who is watching him swing from rear to front. T h e space was thus inside the fictive world, with the narrator as, not one of the characters, but a participant observer. T h e speaker in this framework is playing the role of a fictive entity, the narrative-observer. T h e gesture puts the narrator right into the middle of the action, while the speech, as with other 0-VPT gestures, distances him in terms of viewing the event, with "and you see. . . ." T h e shift to inside-observer status is apparent, therefore, only in gesture. In both examples, the issue of perspective is fleshed out by reference to the speaker's gestures, with significant aspects of perspective only apparent in the nonverbal channel. In this gesture, a dual viewpoint is adopted: both character and inside observer. T h e narrator's clasped hands represent Sylvester's paws, while the swinging movement across space is one that only an observer could recount. This double viewpoint may stem from the ironic contrast of two axiological belief systems: the character's confidence in the triumphant swing, the observer's wry awareness of an upcoming disaster (the character smashes into a wall). T h e inside-observer's perspective-by bringing the observer into the scene-may enhance this contrast.
( B ) Movement to Other Narrative Levels
Choices as to voice and perspective are made within the narrative level proper, but a story is very rarely narrated entirely at that level (except perhaps by young children). In the same way that a narrative would be barely comprehensible if it were entirely composed of reported speech without framing clauses, a story is easier to understand when parts of its structure are made explicit. Thus, narrators move from the narrative to the metanarrative (and the paranarrative) levels throughout the discourse. T h e shifts of level can be seen most clearly through two different gestural phenomena: the use of beats to mark movement, and the semiotic value of deictic gestures found within levels.
As described above, our narrators fill several roles during the storytelling process: the role of cartoon viewer, as well as the role of storyteller. Each role entails a situational frame (Hanks [forthcoming] ), or participation framework, which establishes sets of participants, and terilporal axes. We have described five event-lines, or frames, corresponding to the five different component parts of the storytelling. One of these event-lines contains narrative information, three come under the rubric of metanarrative information, and one final eventline gives paranarrative information. T h e importance of these different frames or event-lines is threefold: (1) that particular gestures are found marking the movement between event lines, (2) that different kinds of gestures are found at each narrative level, and (3) that the gestures found have different values, depending on the event-lines in which they participate.
( I ) Gestures that mark narrative movement. T h e following excerpt is from the very beginning of a cartoon narration by an adult speaker. It demonstrates how gestures function to indicate what kind of narrative information is given in the clause they accompany. T h e first clause of this narration does nothing to describe the story, but does function to involve the listener; it has an interpersonal function. This participation frame is signalled by two beats. T h e second and third clauses still d o not describe the story, but classify the visual text (cartoon) as a n example of a genre: the event-line indexed here is the representation of the cartoon, and it is signalled by three beats.
T h e third clause is accompanied by a metaphoric gesture, representing the nature of a series, and we will discuss this choice of gesture below. T h e first introduction of the story's protagonist, Sylvester, is also indexed by a beat, at line four. Generally, in the flow of a narration, beats take place when the narrator withdraws momentarily from the narrative plot line and enters another participation frame either to repair a lexical item (a metalinguistic function), to introduce a new character (a metanarrative [representational] event), or to add new information about an already introduced topic in the narration (also a metanarrative function). T h a t is, beats can be said to signal a momentary increase of distance between the narrator and the narrated event. Thus, a clause in which a beat is found often performs, not the referential function of describing the world, but the metapragmatic function of indexing a relationship between the speaker and the words uttered. T h e relationship indexed in the previous example was one of objectification: the story was being described, not yet in terms of a series of events in the world, but as an object with external contours. T h e metaphoric in clause three, then, appropriately depicts the story-as-object. Thus, beat gestures can signal movement between narrative levels, and between participation frames within levels, even when this movement is not consistently marked in the speech channel.
(2) The value of narrative space. We have described the gesture space in front of a listener as an active arena where the actions of characters in a story are enacted, and where a narrative observer may be depicted as watching those actions. Another feature of the gesture space, however, is its changing semiotic value. That is, the same physical space can be occupied, at different points during the narration, by Sylvester and Tweetie Bird, or by a television screen and a viewer, o r by the actual narrator and her listener. These changes in value are marked by deictic gestures, which point out the participants in the current frame of interpretation. T h e excerpt given below comes from a narration of a full-length Hitchcock movie.
Several deictic gestures are found in this segment of the narration, but although the deictics look morphologically identical, their semantic value is different with each occurrence. T h e first deictic gesture indicates the location of a character in the story, at the narrative level proper. Frank, whose previous position has been shown by an iconic gesture made in center space, directly in front of the narrator, is now shown to be leaving the stage rightward in the first deictic gesture described here. T h e next deictic gesture, occurring in clause three, also points towards the right (this time front and down, rather than up and back), but now the pointing occurs at the metanarrative level, indicating in space the position of a new scene (or new focus space [Grosz 19811 ). T h e metaphoric gesture for a fade-out has been made, moving from the left to the space in front of the narrator; by contrast, the new scene is introduced to the speaker's right. It is fairly common in full-length narrations of this sort for an invisible time-line to be established in front of the narrator, with events moving forward in time from left to right. T h e third deictic, although it indicates the same place in space, refers back to the narrative level and to the position of two new actors, the artist and Alice. T h e spatialization of their position is used in the subsequent iconic gesture, which shows the two of them leaving from the center and walking leftward. Deictics occur at the paranarrative level as well, as shown in the next excerpt from the very beginning of a Svlvester and Tweetie Bird narration. In this example a deictic gesture serves to point out the participants of the interpersonal participation frame, who share a common piece of information, specifically, the name of a cartoon character. Deictic gestures are part of the way in which narrators seem to diagram the plot structures of their stories. Physical space becomes a space of referential possibilities, and any refocusing of the referent space brings out pointing. I n terms of the narrative model, this abstract pointing marks new characters, at the narrative level proper; new events, at the metanarrative level; and a relationship between speaker and hearer, at the paranarrative level.
( C ) Gestures at the Metanarrative level
Beat and deictic gestures may signal the narrative function of accompanying speech and the particular referential space that is in play at any given moment in the narration. Within each narrative level, additionally, there are characteristic patterns of gesture occurrence. T h e following table (expanded from McNeill and Levy 1982) was tabulated on the basis of Sylvester and Tweetie Bird cartoon narrations by six adults. Table 2 shows the frequency of different gesture types in different narrative contexts.
In this chart, metanarrative and paranarrative clauses were collapsed into the single category "extranarrative." Important for our purposes here are the categories of non-iconic gestures: beats, metap h o r i c~, and deictics. Beats, which have a metapragmatic function, occur both in narrative and extranarrative contexts. They accompany metanarrative speech, but they also accompany repairs, reported speech, and metalinguistic comments, which can occur as frequently in narrative as in extranarrative clauses. T h e two categories of gestures that we will examine in this section are metaphorics and spatializing gestures, including deictics.
( I ) Metaphoric gestures in metanarrative. In an earlier section, we described metaphoric gestures as having a representational function for ideas expressed in the accompanying speech that d o not have a physically depictable form. This function is most often called into play in metanarrative speech, where the cartoon narration may be objectified and commented on in the verbal channel and presented as an object in the gestural channel. A prototypical example comes from the beginning of a cartoon narration quoted above: T h e narrator here forms a largish bowl shape with his two hands and raises this "bowl" from his lap toward the listener. This is a conduit metaphoric gesture: the speaker presents information as if contained in a bounded object that can be passed to the listener. In this example, speech and gesture work together to make clear the metanarrative level at which the narration begins. T h e speech presents the cartoon as an example of a type ("it was one of the"), while the gesture represents the narrator, not as an observer, but as the conveyor of this object, which is the cartoon. A similar example comes from an episode boundary in a cartoon narration:
1. and . . . of course the next [developlment in the plot is illetaphoric: both hands present an object to listener.
Conduit metaphorics are frequent at these episode junctures in the cartoon. T h e speaker in the first example is not referring to a specific event; he is referring to the cartoon as a whole and to his upcoming narration of the cartoon-in our terms, to events in the metanarrative and paranarrative participation frames. In both narrative and metaor paranarrative uses of the metaphoric gesture, time is instantiated as a bounded entity, whether the time of the next event in the plot line, or the time of the viewing of the cartoon (as manifested in speech by a past-tense verb, "was"). Thus, narrators localize the various narrative times in the gesture channel.
Process ~netaphorics are also fairly common in narrative. This next example (Figure 9 ) also comes from the beginning of a cartoon narration.
1. Now we get into the film proper 12letaphoric:both hands rotate toward listener
Here the narrator is concentrating on the continuity between events leading into the cartoon, as opposed to the singularity of this particular cartoon.
(2) Sptializing gestures in metanarrative. T h e other characteristic use of gesture at the metanarrative level is to spatialize, or locate in the physi- Figure 9 . A process metaphoric gesture 1~1th "nor\ n e get into the hlm proper."
cal space in front of the narrator, aspects of the story being narrated. In these examples, contrasts and distinctions between characters, events, or themes are set up as contrasts in space. T h e following example ( Figure 10 ) comes from a narration of the Hitchcock film Blackmail.
1. Everyone's morals are very ambiguous 2. 'cause [they're suplposed to be the good guys both hands point to the front 3. [but she] really did kill him right hand moves to the left 4. and [he's a] bad guy both hands move back to the front 3. [but he really] didn't kill him both hands move back to the left.
In this complex example, space is dichotomized to represent the distinction between true morality and apparent morality, a difference that this narrator took to be the crux of the story. T h e left side of the narrator's space stands for the true guilt or innocence of the characters, while the front stands for their surface respectability. T h e moral dilemma or ambiguity the speaker found in the film story was unfolded, then, and laid out in space like a map. In this example, the left versus the front locations seemed to have no significance in themselves; it was the fact of their opposition that mattered. Notice that in this example the left and the front gesture spaces are clearly called into play without the use of overt deictics. Spatializing gestures may Figure 10 . Gestures that spatialize a theme (apparent morals vs. real morals). The first panel was with "they're supposed to be the good guys" (apparent morals); the second with "but she really did kill him" (real morals); the third with "and he's a bad guy" (apparent morals); and the fburth with "but he really didn't kill him" (real morals).
sometimes have a prototypical pointing form, but are also commonly made with a less clear hand shape.
Conduit gestures are not found in narrations in all languages. We have collected narrations of both the cartoon and the full-length film in a variety of Western and non-Western languages. These were transcribed by native speakers, with the help of the original translators, when necessary. While we have found excellent examples of conduits in a Georgian-language narrative, we have found none in Chinese o r Swahili narratives. These narratives d o contain abundant metaphoric gestures of other kinds, but they d o not depict abstract ideas as bounded containers. T h e metaphoric use of space, however, appears in all narratives, regardless of the language spoken.
( D ) Gestures at the Paranarrative Level
T h e striking characteristic of gesture use at the paranarrative level is how reduced it is. When narrators speak as themselves, outside of a necessarily narrative situation but adopting the role of a participant in a socially defined situation of speaker and hearer, they make only a small number of gestures of a restricted kind. Iconic gestures are virtually absent, as are metaphoric gestures. Deictic gestures are found, as described above, when they index knowledge that is shared by speaker and hearer. T h e role of deictic gestures here is to point out (SO to speak) the participants of the event. Beat gestures are also found, either when they mark the inception of a paranarrative portion of the discourse or when they signal repairs or other metalinguistic work. This is not to say that the nonverbal channel is inactive at the paranarrative level. Insightful work by Charles and Candy Goodwin (Goodwin and Goodwin [in press]) shows that gaze serves an important function in structuring the participation of speaker and hearer in a narrating event. Note also that outside of narrative discourse (i.e., in conversations) gestures are highly abundant. Thus, reduction of gesture in paranarrative contexts seems to be a specific clue for this level of narrative organization, opposing it to the narrative and metanarrative levels.
Conclusion
T h e contemporary analysis of narrative texts has, in the past fifteen years, begun to take place along multiple intersecting axes, such as those of perspective and mode, voice and person. But the analysis still remains in the single dimension of the text's temporal linearity. When, by studying the concurrent gestures of the narrator, we add the nonverbal level to this picture, we find ourselves in a cross-cutting world of imagery that coexists with the linear time-line of the narrative. A written text may include hints of this atemporal structure, but there it is an implied dimension and often cannot be isolated in specific linguistic structures. Rather, the underlying structure of the text must be inferred from a pattern of usage that is inherently imprecise as to locus. ' 4 spoken text, through its gestures, may make this imagery and discourse structure explicit. Gestural distinctions show the exact moment at which the na;rator shifts voice and perspective and changes the distance between herself and the narrative text. We can raise the question of why gestures do these things. It is possible that gestures smooth the way for the articulatory processes of speech formation itself (Freedman 19$2) ,though this is not the kind of gestural aid that we have in mind. For the speaker, gestures offer the advantages of externalizing the narrator's relationship to the events being conveyed, in pure form. A speaker lvho wants to convey the "essence" of a story can externalize this concept in a directly sensible manner, in a gesture that creates a small, bounded, tightly contained space. A speaker's sense of the perceived centrality versus peripherality of the events in a narrative takes on concrete form in gestural voice and perspective. Narrative distance may be represented here by the actual physical distance of the narrator from the narrated. These images not only come out of, but also can have real ongoing consequences for, the speaker's thoughts, and therefore, for narrative and memory. Thus, for both the speaker and the listener, gestures help to build a representation of the narration, at all of its levels, and play an important part in the "telementation" of the story.
